Blob

Kolkata, W.B.
Design, supply and installation of synthetic turf for futsal and cricket
Project completion: June 2020
Base: Cement (PCC)

Ankit Agarwal believes that everything in life starts with a blob – akin
to picking up the paintbrush and putting a lob of paint on paper.
This rooftop venue is part of a sprawling community space that has
been specifically developed to provide a refreshing lifestyle to the
youth of today where you have co-learning, co-working and
co-playing in the same environment.
The uniqueness of this venue is that here people meet, work, form
companies, teach and learn skills; they play a sport and, most
importantly, create experiences worth narrating and sharing with
those around them at large.
To paraphrase Ankit Agarwal – “Altius Sports was the best choice
for us as it offered the widest range of turf products, especially
those suited to our needs. They catered to our unique design of

Product: Atomic Pro 40 (FIFA Quality Pro,
FIFA Quality, FIH Multi-sport) &
Premier

cricket and football friendly turf such that both sports could be played
without compromising on the experience and Altius Sports ably
delivered”.
He goes on to say “Usage of the turf has been a brilliant experience for
the clients as well as for me, personally, as I am an ardent cricket
enthusiast and play almost every day for a couple of hours myself. We
would highly recommend TigerTurf from Altius Sports for a smooth
experience from the time you decide to set up a turf till the time you
need to expand and further develop your facilities”.
This facility has a synthetic cricket wicket in the centre and a 40mm
synthetic turf all around that acts nicely as an out-field and, at the same
time, is brilliant for football. The cricket turf in the centre allows for both
ball bounce and spin, and consistently at that too. We owe it all to our
love of the sport.
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